Pedicure Massage Chair

Instruction
Exterior Structure Descriptions

- Massage Chair
- Remote Controller
- Armrest
- Tray
- Footrest
- Open For Service
- Drain Switch
- Handle For Lift Up
- Air Switch
- Remote Controller Joint Interface
- Power Switch
- Fuse
- Power Joint Interface
- Powerjoint Interface
- Draining Pipe
- Pouring-Hot/Cold Water
- Faucet
1. Firstly put the back match the two sides of the seat, then push it inside.

2. Secondly, insert the iron cotter to the hole, and seal it.
INSTRUCTION OF THE CONTROLLER

What you must confirm before using as follow:

[Image of a remote control with buttons and settings]

With airbag, MP3 control.
please confirm the chair was laib well, far away from fountain, the alternation current must the same with the power supply that massage chair need. (notice: use AC110-120V or Ac220-240V power supply)

FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS KEY ON REMOTE CONTROLLER

1: Power off button for the chair

2: Automatic mode key.


4: Adjust the width of the massage robot rollers to either: Wide, Medium or Narrow.

5: Offers 3 different adjustments to the speed of the Kneading, Finger-pressing, Knead-knocking

6: Pressing the key is to regulate the massaging position at the manual mode during the massage armchair is woking.

7: This button offers 3 different massage “Zones” to be targeted: Neck area, Mid-back area and Lower-back area.

8: Pressing the key is to shift down on the display screen.
9: Keep pressing the key is to forward the chair.

10: Vibration switch key.

11: Lower the backrest.

12: Keep pressing the key is to backward the chair.

13: Timer button Options include: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 minutes.

14: Keep pressing the key is to raise the backrest.

15: Seat cushion airbags switch key( Note :if chair without airbag will no have this button).

16: Strength button
   This button offers 3 different adjustments to the “Strength” of air gas (Note:if chair without airbag will not have this button)

17: Strength key with the music.

18: PLAY NEXT SONG MUSIC ( Note :if chair without MP3 will no have this button)

19: PRE/ VOL- button( Note :if chair without MP3 will no have this button).

20: NEXT/ VOL+ button( Note :if chair without MP3 will no have this button).
CAUTION:
1. Do not unplug the remote control when the chair is working. Otherwise, the chair work will stop.
2. Do not operate the remote control with wet hands.
3. To avoid any injuries, please don't use it immediately after meal.
4. Please disconnecting power plug after use or before cleaning in order to avoid any injury.
5. Do not throw onto the ground or under water. Do not pull connecting cord. Do not place anything heavy on remote control.
6. Do not allow children or unconscious people to use product without any assistance.
7. To avoid fire, do not use product on or near any heating device.
8. Do not step on or place anything over the power cord.

MATTERS NEED ATTENTION:
1. Power will be wasted even not the massage don't need work when power turn-on, so we suggest: after use, turn power off.
2. Allow only authorized technicians to handle any breakdown, repair or alteration to the product.
3. Avoid file, please don't smoking when the massage is working.
4. Because of the chair use botton switch, Please we must not overexert to press keys, so as not to cause troubles. Please press it several time if you press the key, but responseless; If haven't work normally, Please tell the authorized technicians took apart the plastic cover from remote controller, then take out electron plate, use toothbrush put the alcohol to botton and scrub repeatedly. It can install into remote controller after the alcohol dry.
5. When descending backrest, be sure there are no obstructs or small children near or under the backrest.
6. If any part are damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or similarly qualified person in order to avoid hazard.